
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Precipitation in every region varies spatially as well as 

temporally, and many efforts have been made to model it. Its 

interpolation, at unmeasured locations and time points, helps 

solve problems in agriculture, ecology, hydrology and climate 

sciences (Sigrist et al., 2012). The spatio-temporal 

interpolation of precipitation is also necessary to assess the 

hydrological system of a country (Hosseinzadeh Talaei et al., 

2013). Pakistan has much diversity in precipitation spatially 

and temporally. Since the economy of Pakistan is largely 

supported by the agriculture sector, the role of precipitation is 

very important here (Hussain et al., 2010). Monsoon 

precipitation causes almost 50% of the annual precipitation in 

the country (Suleman et al., 1995). Consequently, an accurate 

interpolation of precipitation is significantly valuable in 

policy making of water resource management.  

The interpolation of precipitation, with extensive spatio-

temporal variability, requires the use of stochastic techniques 

for better modeling. The meteorological disciplines have also 

been using such techniques to assess state-space variations of 

precipitation. One of the most common objectives of 

modeling such data is to assess the dependence structure 

among observations (Shen et al., 2016) for spatial prediction 

at unmeasured stations and temporal forecast for future time 

points. Various modeling approaches are available to handle 

such data. The Geostatistical methods in particular the 

Kriging (Krige 1951) has been widely used for estimation of 

missing observations and modeling spatial as well as spatio-

temporal point process data. Like many authors, Goovaerts 

(2000) and Subyani (2004) used Kriging for interpolation of 

precipitation. In ecology, response variables (random fields) 

typically vary temporally and are heterogeneous (Ailliot et 

al., 2009; Zidek, 2006). Ordinary or universal Kriging fails to 

produce efficient results in the presence of such heterogeneity 

in random fields (Le and Zidek, 1992). Since Kriging cannot 

consider the uncertainty of the parameters therefore it is less 

effective (Omre and Halvorsen, 1989). Another technique 

known as hierarchical Bayesian prediction technique 

developed by Le and Zidek (1992) is also unsuitable to non-

stationary problems.  

On the other hand, as patio-temporal version of dynamic 

linear model (DLM) which was introduced by Stroud et al. 

(2001) has much advantages for modeling large spatio-

temporal data (Sigrist et al., 2012; Huerta et al., 2004; Dou et 

al., 2007; Finley et al., 2012). DLM model can take into 

account the parameter uncertainty during Bayesian analysis 

(Harrison and West, 1997) and its coefficients are treated as 

states of the process which change with time (Dou et al., 

2010). Further, Sigrist et al. (2012) used a non-stationary 
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Appraisal of spatio-temporal variability of precipitation is important for studying climate change and managing water 

resources. In this article, data on monsoon precipitation of Pakistan are analyzed for spatio-temporal interpolation using two 

hierarchical Bayesian spatio-temporal methods which are DLM and AR models. The precipitation records along with three 

meteorological covariates (temperature, wind speed and humidity) are collected from 53 stations for the years 2000-2008. 

Initially, we simulated four data sets using AR model with four levels of autoregressive parameter  = (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) and 

both models are fitted. It is observed that for the larger values of , DLM gives better results as compared to AR model while 

AR model performs better for the smaller values of. The estimated value of  for precipitation data in the whole study domain 

is 0.02 which supports AR model for final spatio-temporal mapping. For real data application, data of 45 locations are used for 

modeling while data of 8 locations have been set aside for cross validation and we use hyper-parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 of inverse 

gamma distribution as variance parameters for AR and DLM models. The prediction performances of both models have been 

examined using Bayesian and non-Bayesian model choice criteria. The predictive inferences are drawn using MCMC 

algorithm. Prediction plots show that the areas that lie between 32o-36o east latitude and 70o -74o north longitude are high 

precipitation areas in Pakistan and are helpful in the identification of homogeneous climate zones. 
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version of spatio-temporal DLM for short term prediction of 

precipitation data. Sahu and Bakar (2012) suggested a spatio-

temporal autoregressive (AR) model to analyze eight hours 

average ozone concentration level along with three 

meteorological covariates. Their model proved to be an 

effective tool for predicting the space-time meteorological 

data. The space-time AR model is hierarchical in nature that 

incorporates the regression settings and based on Bayesian 

framework. 

Many studies compared DLM with AR and Bayesian Spatial 

Prediction (BSP) methods for prediction of large spatio-

temporal data of meteorological variables (Dou et. al., 2010; 

Sahu et al., 2007; Sahu and Bakar, 2012). These models fully 

specify the hierarchical Bayesian setup and are implemented 

using Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) techniques (Sahu 

et al., 2009). Sahu and Bakar (2012) simulated four data sets 

with initial value of autoregressive parameter as 𝜌 = 0.2 . 

They recommended AR model and concluded that for a 

spatio-temporal data with weak to moderate autocorrelation, 

AR model is a better choice for spatio-temporal interpolation.  

In this paper, we have comparatively applied hierarchical 

Bayesian spatio-temporal DLM and AR models to interpolate 

the distribution of precipitation at unmeasured stations. 

Initially, four data sets have been simulated with different 

levels of 𝜌 and later on DLM and AR models are fitted. The 

performance of interpolation methods has been examined 

using Bayesian and non-Bayesian cross validation statistics as 

used by Gelfand and Ghosh (1998), and Sahu and Bakar 

(2012). Afterwards, both models are applied on a real spatio-

temporal precipitation data of 53 stations of Pakistan. The AR 

model has been applied using R statistical package spTimer 

(Bakar and Sahu, 2014) while DLM is applied using the R 

package spTDyn (Bakar et al., 2015). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Data and study area: The study domain of this research is 

Pakistan which is located between 61° - 76° East longitude 

and 23° - 37° North latitude. There is huge diversity in 

Pakistan due to seasonal, spatial and climatic factors. The 

South Eastern areas of the country have deserts and they 

remain extremely hot and infertile while its coastal areas 

touch the Arabian Sea and have warm climate and little rain 

(Salma et al., 2012). The northern areas comprise mountain 

ranges such as Karakorum and Himalayas. This part has the 

world’s highest peaks with very low temperatures and 

 
Figure 1. Geographical distribution and map of 53 sampled meteorological stations in Pakistan.  
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excessive rainfall. In general, the winters in Pakistan are dry 

whereas the summers are wet. The average annual rainfall 

varies from 30 mm in the south to above 200 mm in the north. 

Monsoon causes almost 50% of the annual rainfall throughout 

the country and this season lasts from June till September 

(Suleman et al., 1995; Hussain et. al., 2010). 

The average rainfall data of 53 monitored stations for July and 

August (2000-2008) were collected from the Meteorological 

department, Lahore, Pakistan. Since the space and time 

varying covariates enriches the regression settings (Sahu and 

Bakar, 2012); therefore, three significant meteorological 

variables namely temperature, wind speed and humidity have 

also been recorded at every location and considered as 

covariates to assess their effect on precipitation. Geographical 

distribution of observed locations is shown in Fig. 1. 

Bayesian Spatio-Temporal Models: Since we have 

considered spatio-temporal models; therefore, general 

structure of these models have been illustrated. Let 𝑠, be a 

spatial location in the study domain 𝑆. Thus, the process is 

written as  

𝑍(𝑠): 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 ⊂ ℛ𝑑, 
where, 𝑍(𝑠) = {𝑍(𝑠1), 𝑍(𝑠2), … , 𝑍(𝑠𝑛)}′  denotes the 

observation of the variable 𝑍 at location 𝑠 and study domain 

𝑆 is the subset of d-dimensional Euclidean space ℛ𝑑 . If we 

include the temporal term (𝑡) in the above spatial process, then 

the spatio-temporal process is described as 

𝑍(𝑠, 𝑡): 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 ⊂ ℛ𝑑, 𝑡 ∈ ℛ, 
where, 𝑍(𝑠, 𝑡) = {𝑍(𝑠1, 𝑡), 𝑍(𝑠2, 𝑡), … , 𝑍(𝑠𝑛 , 𝑡)}′, 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 

is a spatio-temporal process for 𝑛 spatial locations 𝑠1, 𝑠2,…, 

𝑠𝑛 at different time points 𝑡. Mathematically, we can say that 

spatio-temporal process is regarded as a multivariate spatial 

process having 𝑑 + 1 dimensions (Le and Zidek, 2006) where 

𝑑 denotes spatial dimensions. 

Dynamic linear model: Modeling of time series process is 

based on classes of dynamic models which are defined as 

sequence of sets of models. The DLM, developed as a result 

of the familiarity of Kalman filtering techniques, offers a 

dynamical state-space system (Sahu and Bakar, 2012). The 

term dynamic represents the changes in the process 𝑍(𝑠) due 

to time and DLM is a flexible tool to deal the temporal 

autocorrelation as it captures the dynamic nature of data 

(Harrison and West, 1997). Dynamic spatio-temporal model 

is used for the data, 𝑍(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡), recorded for discrete time (𝑡) and 

continuous space ( 𝑠𝑖)  (Finley et al., 2012). Let 𝑍𝑡 =

(𝑍(𝑠1, 𝑡), … , 𝑍(𝑠𝑛 , 𝑡))
𝑡
 denotes the observation vector for any 

1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇  where 𝑇  is the number of sampled time-points 

and𝑠1, 𝑠2, ... , 𝑠𝑛 represent the observed spatial locations. The 

DLM is defined by the following pair of observation and state 

equations:  

𝑍𝑡 = 𝐹𝑡𝜃𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡  𝑡 ≥ 1  (1) 

𝜃𝑡 = 𝐺𝑡𝜃𝑡−1 + 
𝑡
  𝑡 ≥ 1,  (2) 

where, the hierarchical error term 𝜖𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝛴𝜖) and spatial 

error term 
𝑡

∼ 𝑁(0, 𝛴). We assumed that 𝐹𝑡 = (1, 𝑋𝑡) and 

state transfer matrix 𝐺𝑡 = 𝜌𝐼  where 𝜌  is temporal 

autocorrelation and 𝐼  is an identity matrix. 𝜃𝑡 is a 𝑝 + 1 

dimensional state vector. For initial state, it is assumed that 

𝜃0 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇, 𝜎0
2𝐼) for appropriate values of hyper parameters 

𝜇 and 𝜎0
2 . Spatial dependence is modelled through the 

exponential covariance function 𝛴𝜖 = 𝜎𝜖
2 exp(−

𝜖
𝐷) where 


𝜖

> 0  is spatial correlation decay parameter and 𝐷 =

[𝑑𝑖𝑗 ; 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛]  is an 𝑛  x 𝑛  distance matrix between 

locations 𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑗 . 

Spatio-Temporal AR model: AR model is based on stochastic 

process where future values are estimated on the basis of 

weighted sum of past values. Spatio-temporal AR model is a 

hierarchical model which handles a large data set and usually 

gives less prediction error (Sahu et al., 2007). We have 

considered the version of AR model that is proposed by Sahu 

et al. (2007). To describe that model, let 𝑃(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡) =

𝑃𝑡 = (𝑃(𝑠1, 𝑡), … , 𝑃(𝑠𝑛 , 𝑡))
𝑡

denotes the true precipitation 

amount corresponding to𝑍(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑡) for i= 1,2, … , 𝑛 . The AR 

model is given as 

𝑍𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡  (3) 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝜌𝑃𝑡−1 + 𝑋𝑡β + 
𝑡
 , (4) 

where, 𝜌  is a temporal autoregressive parameter and 𝜖𝑡 ∼
𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜖

2𝑰) is hierarchical error vector which provides nugget 

effect ( 𝜎𝜖
2) . Spatial error term 

𝑡
∼ 𝑁(0, 𝛴)  where 𝛴 =

𝜎
2 exp(−


𝐷) with 𝜎

2aspatial variance. Like DLM, 


> 0 

is spatial correlation decay parameter and 𝐷 = [𝑑𝑖𝑗; 𝑖, 𝑗 =

1,2, … , 𝑛]  is an 𝑛  x 𝑛  distance matrix between locations 

𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑗 .To complete the model specifications, we assume 

initial condition 𝑂0 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇1, 𝛴0), where 𝛴0 = 𝜎0
2 exp(−

0
𝐷) 

with initial variance 𝜎0
2 and known spatial correlation decay 

parameter 
0

> 0 . In Eq. (4), 𝑋𝑡  represents the covariates 

considered in the AR model and β  shows the vector of 

regression coefficients. 

Bayesian model choice criteria: To select the best model, we 

use Bayesian model choice criteria known as Predictive 

Model Choice Criteria (PMCC). It was suggested by Gelfand 

and Ghosh (1998) for comparing different Bayesian models 

with normally distributed errors. Mathematically, it is defined 

as: 

𝑃𝑀𝐶𝐶 = ∑ 𝐸(𝑃𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑃𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑝
𝑛
𝑖=1 ),  (8) 

where, ∑ 𝐸(𝑃𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖)
2𝑛

𝑖=1  is goodness of fit (G) while 

∑ 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑃𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑝
𝑛
𝑖=1 ) is penalty term representing model density 

and, 𝑃𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑝 shows succeeding replicate of the data 𝑝𝑖 . A model 

with the smallest PMCC is considered the best model. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We analyzed the spatio temporal data using R statistical 

packages. Besides many other R packages, the AR model has 

been fitted using spTimer package (Bakar and Sahu, 2014) 
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while DLM is fitted using the spTDyn package (Bakar et al., 

2015). 

 

Table 3. Correlation matrix for different meteorological 

variables 

Variables Temperature 

(oC) 

Wind speed 

(Knot) 

Humidity 

Precipitation (mm) -0.17 -0.27  0.42 

Temperature (oC)   0.19 -0.08 

Wind speed (Knot)   -0.03 

 

Simulation from AR model: In this section, we show through 

simulations the effect of autocorrelation strength on the 

performance of AR and DLM models. We simulated four data 

sets using hierarchical Bayesian AR model with various 

choices of temporal autoregressive parameter ( 𝜌 ). We 

considered 𝜎𝜀
2 = 0.04; 𝜎

2 = 0.6;  =0.01; 𝛽=0.6;𝜇=8.0; and 

𝜎0
2=0.2 for all four data sets while temporal autoregressive 

parameter 𝜌  was varied at four levels (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) , 

corresponding to weak to high autocorrelation. Models were 

fitted via Gibbs sampling using MCMC criteria and effect of 

temporal autoregressive parameter 𝜌  was checked for both 

models.  

Table 1 shows the comparison of AR and DLM based on the 

performance measures computed for four simulated datasets 

corresponding to 𝜌 = (0.2,0.5,0.7,0.9) . Root Mean Square 

Prediction Error (RMSPE) (Eq.10) is used as a non-Bayesian 

validation statistic while PMCC is a Bayesian validation 

Table 1. Goodness of Fit Criteria for Autoregressive and Dynamic Linear Models 

Data set 

 

𝜌 

Autoregressive Model (AR)  Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) 

G P PMCC RMSPE  G P PMCC RMSPE 

1 0.2   97.1 179.9 277.0 0.82  203.0 124.9 327.9 2.1 

2 0.5 127.2 192.3 319.5 0.80  100.1 132.7 232.8 0.7 

3 0.7 178.8 188.6 367.4 0.94    97.6 122.0 219.6 0.6 

4 0.9 375.3 215.1 590.4 1.34    82.9   58.1 141.1 0.6 
G: Goodnees, P: Penalty, PMCC: Predictive Model Choice Criteria; RMSPE: Root Mean Square Prediction Error 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for different meteorological variables 

Variables Min. Q1 Median Mean Q3 Max. CV 

Temperature (oC) 9.80 26.60 29.80 29.04 32.10 39.90 14.28 

Wind Speed (Knot) 0.00 2.50 4.10 5.28 7.00 22.00 80.35 

Humidity (%) 9.50 42.50 57.50 55.45 70.00 97.50 29.08 
Min. : Minimum value, Q1: First Quartile, Q3: Third Quartile, Max. : Maximum value, CV: Coefficient of Variation 

 

 
Figure 2. Histogram and summary statistics of observed Precipitation level of 53 locations of Pakistan during the 

months of July-August for the period 2000-2008. 
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criterion. It can be clearly observed from these results that for 

small choice of 𝜌, AR model has smaller RMSPE and PMCC 

as compared to DLM. But as  increases, DLM outperforms 

AR model. It can be concluded that, DLM is a better choice 

in case of strong temporal autocorrelation whereas for weak 

to moderate auto correlated data, AR model could be applied 

for spatial interpolation.  

Descriptive statistics of meteorological variables: Overall 

954 observations from 53 meteorological stations of Pakistan 

for the months of July-August (2000-2008) have been studied. 

The results of descriptive statistics (shown in Fig. 2) show that 

precipitation varies from 0 to 839.60 mm. The mean 

precipitation is 65.258 mm (Median = 20.700 and SD = 

99.876). Anderson-Darling statistic (A2=95.32, p-

value<0.005) and both coefficients (Skewness= 2.50933 and 

Kurtosis = 8.34659) show that the distribution of precipitation 

is positively skewed. In Table 2, we describe descriptive 

statistics for three meteorological variables (Temperature, 

Wind speed and Humidity) which are used as covariates in 

this reseach. Temperature varies from 9.8oC to 39.90oC. The 

mean and median wind speed is 5.28 and 4.1 knots. The 

humidity varies from 9.5% to 97.5%. 

Table 3 shows the correlation between precipitation and other 

meteorological variables used in the spatio-temporal 

modeling. It is observed that temperature and wind speed has 

negative correlation (𝑟 = −0.17, −0.27) with the observed 

precipitation, whereas humidity has positive correlation (𝑟 =
0.42). At next stage, we also fitted the multiple regression 

model to evaluate the dependence structure of response 

variable on covariates. In regression model, precipitation also 

shows negative association with temperature and wind speed 

while positive association with humidity. All three covariates 

are found statistically significant in modeling the amount of 

precipitation. The estimates of intercept and coefficients 

(�̂�0, �̂�1, �̂�2, �̂�3)  for three covariates are 

(35.88, −3.04, −6.04, 2.43), respectively. The coefficient of 

determination ( 𝑅2 = 0.65 ) shows that 65% variation in 

response variable is due to the changes in covariates while 

35% is due to other factors.  

Spatial and temporal boxplots: Boxplots is a standardized 

graphical method used to explore the distribution of data set. 

To explore the five-number summary and the distribution of 

response variable yearly and spatially, we draw box plots that 

have been shown for each year (Fig. 3) and location (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 3, shows that there is remarkable trend in precipitation 

and has comparatively maximum variation (CV=153.05). 

There are ups and downs in precipitation like years 2007 has 

maximum precipitation (≈800 mm) while in 2004 and 2006, 

there is least precipitation. We observe that the variability in 

precipitation and wind speed is higher than the variability of 

 
Figure 3. Year-wise box plots of Precipitation (mm), Temperature (oC), Wind Speed (Knots) and Humidity (%) for 

the months of July-August (2000-2008) at 53 meteorological locations of Pakistan. 
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humidity and temperature. The boxplots of temperature are 

showing much similarity because there is least variation 

(CV=14.28). Similarly, heavy precipitation has been reported 

at locations 1, 8, 24, 32 and 43 while at many locations, there 

is very low level of precipitation like location 6, 18, 19, 23, 

25, 26, 34, 36, 38, 40, 49 and 51- 53 (see Fig. 4). These 

locations number can be decoded by following Fig. 8. These 

boxplots also show that precipitation data are not normally 

distributed at individual locations thus precipitation trend 

matches with its overall distribution. 

Temporal variations in precipitation (mm) at specific spatial 

coordinates in 6 cities of Pakistan (Quetta, Karachi, 

Islamabad, Gilgat, Peshawar and Lahore) for the study period 

(2000-08) have been displayed in Fig. 5. A noticeable 

variation in precipitation has been observed in all of these 

cities. Many zero levels of precipitation have been noticed in 

Quetta which is considered as less precipitation zone (Salma 

et al., 2012). The areas located in 31o-34o north latitude are 

well known precipitation zones in Pakistan. These areas are 

Islamabad, Cherat, Peshawar, Sialkot, Lahore, and D.I.Khan. 

Estimation of predictive distribution: In this section, we 

estimated predictive distribution of precipitation. To meet the 

objectives, we assessed the correlation structure and selected 

suitable priors before drawing MCMC algorithm and 

construction of prediction maps. Since spatio-temporal 

modeling is based on Gaussian process; therefore, histogram 

of response variable has also been displayed (see Fig. 1) 

showing positively skewed distribution. Several 

transformations have been suggested and used in literature 

(Hussain et al., 2010; Le and Zidek, 1992; Ahmad and Chand, 

2015; Finley et al., 2012; Sahu et al., 2009) to make the data 

normally distributed. We use the Box-Cox transformation 

(Box and Cox, 1964) as it handles the outliers present in the 

data. The formula used to transform the response variable 

using Box-Cox transformation is given as: 

𝑃∗ = {
𝑃𝜆−1

𝜆
∶  𝜆 ≠ 0

log(𝑃) : 𝜆 = 0,
  (9) 

where 𝜆 is the transformation parameter and can be estimated 

by MLE method (Ahmad et al., 2016). Box-Cox 

transformation is applied using boxcox function of the CAR 

package (Fox and Weisberg, 2011). On the basis of estimated 

parameter lambda, �̂� = 0.051214, we transform the response 

variable𝑍 using the eq. (9) as follows:  

 
Figure 4. Location-wise box plots of Precipitation (mm) and three covariates for the months of July-August (2000-

2008) at 53 meteorological stations of Pakistan. 
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𝑍∗ = (𝑍0.051214 − 1)/0.051214, 
where, 𝑍∗ is the Box-Cox transformed response variable. The 

spatial distance between two extreme locations are measured 

using geodetic distances based on the positions of earth’s 

longitude and latitude (Finley et al., 2012). Since, many other 

options are available for measuring the distance among 

locations but Spherical law of Cosines is the commonly used 

technique for measuring geodetic distance. In this paper, 

 
Figure 5. Temporal variation in Precipitation during July-August at specific spatial coordinates in major cities of 

Pakistan during 2000-2008. 

 

 
Figure 6. Exponential covariance function fitted over classical variogram model (left panel) and Variogram 

Envelope of spatial autocorrelation (right panel)  
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geodetic distance 𝑑12 between two pairs of underlying 

extreme spatial coordinate points 𝑃1 =  (61.80, 24.63)  and 

𝑃2 =  (75.41, 36.17) on earth’s surface is measured as 

𝑑12 = 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠−1(𝑠𝑖𝑛24.63 𝑠𝑖𝑛36.17
+ 𝑐𝑜𝑠61.80 𝑐𝑜𝑠75.41 cos(75.41
− 61.80), 

where, R is the radius (≈6378.13 km) of the earth. The entire 

spatial range of this study is 1826.629 km. 

Spatial exponential correlation function: An important step 

in geostatistical prediction is to assess the suitable covariance 

function that could exactly measure the correlation structure 

in the data. Among many existing space-time covariance 

functions, exponential covariance function with parameters 

(sill=8.73, range = 7.96 and nugget = 1.41) produced least 

prediction error and thus was used for both of the DLM and 

AR models (see Left panel of Fig. 6). The assumption of 

spatial autocorrelation of neighboring locations can be 

assessed using variogram envelope (Ahmad et al., 2016) 

based on the Euclidean distances (right panel of Fig. 6). Since 

most of the points are lying between the limits; therefore, data 

are spatially auto-correlated. The ratio (𝑛𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑡/𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑙)  also 

show that the spatial locations are moderately auto-correlated. 

Sensitivity of prior selection: To carry out the Bayesian 

analysis of AR and DLM models, it is an important step to 

choose a proper prior distribution with suitable prior 

parameters. Gamma prior distribution is the best choice for 

variance parameters (Finley et al., 2012; Sahu and Bakar, 

2012; Bakar et al., 2015). For both of the DLM and AR 

models, variance parameters (𝜎0
2, 𝜎𝜀

2, 𝜎
2) have been 

considered. We used hyper-parameters ( 𝑎 , 𝑏 ) of inverse 

Gamma distribution as the variance parameters of both 

models. To assess the sensitivity of these priors, several pairs 

were tried. Over a grid of possible choices, the a=2, b=1 

choice leads to the lowest RMSPE for both of the DLM and 

AR models. The value of decay parameter   with the 

minimum RMSPE was determined in the same way. Thus, we 

used  = 0.01 which showed that spatial association became 

insignificant after 300 km distance.  

For all monitored sites, temporal autocorrelation (�̂�)  are 

shown in Fig. 7. We used an absolute value of each estimate 

and their average was used as an initial value which was 

estimated as |�̂�| ≈ 0.2 corresponding to restriction 0 ≤ |�̂�| ≤
1  imposed by (Dou et al., 2007). Practically, strong 

autocorrelation ensures the unbiased prediction of the 

unmonitored locations while weak to moderate 

autocorrelation causes some prediction errors. 

Autocorrelation is usually decreased when the distance 

among observed locations increases. 

Predictive maps: Afterwards, we set aside the data of 8 spatial 

locations and use data of 45 out of 53 monitored locations (see 

Fig. 8). We use spT.initials of spTimer package function to 

insert the initial values of parameters and incorporated the 

initial values of �̂� =0.2, 𝜎
2 =0.6, 𝜎𝜀

2 =0.04, = 0.01 and for 

slope of covariates 𝛽 = 𝑐(35.881, −3.045, −6.049,2.434) . 

In spT.priors function, we take the values of priors as 

discussed earlier. Both models use the data on precipitation as 

response variable while data on temperature, wind speed and 

humidity as covariates. AR model is mainly executed using 

spT. Gibbs function of spTimer package (Bakar and Sahu, 

2014) for MCMC sampling of space-time AR model. In this 

function, we use the information of fitted locations as well as 

set aside locations. 

 Although this function has a built-in scale.transform 

argument to transform the asymmetric response variable with 

either log or square root transformation, but we used the Box-

Cox transformed response variable using CAR package(Fox 

and Weisberg, 2011) as it handles the outliers directly. We 

use 5000 MCMC iterations for making inferences of the 

 
Figure 7. Estimated temporal autocorrelation (�̂�) at lag 1 for each location calculated for 18 temporal points for 

July-August during study period 2000-2008. 
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posterior and predictive distributions of both models after 

discarding 1000 iterations as burn-in samples.  

 
Figure 8. Map of studied locations of Pakistan showing 

fitted and set aside validation sites. 

The predicted values of AR and DLM models have been 

shown in Fig. 9 where we generated both mean and standard 

deviation prediction maps. Since an interpolation method 

with least prediction error is considered to be an efficient and 

precise method; therefore, Fig. 9 showed prediction mean and 

standard deviation maps for both of the Bayesian 

interpolation methods. Hierarchical Bayesian AR model with 

underlying weak auto-correlated data showed comparatively 

less prediction errors; therefore, it has been selected for 

predicting the ungagged locations. 

The average prediction maps (Fig. 9) showed that major part 

of Pakistan experiences dry climate. Actually, Pakistan 

receives the tail end of the monsoon, which is the main reason 

of dry climate in Pakistan. Since, monsoon enters Pakistan 

from East after crossing India and usually reaches Pakistan in 

early July and continues till September; therefore, the eastern 

part receives more rainfall during the monsoon. Heavy 

precipitation zone covers those sites having cold weather and 

high stacks which are located in the north of Pakistan. These 

sites include Gilgit, Chitral, Skardu, Muzaffarabad, Said-u- 

Sharif, Dir, Astor, Kakul, Chilas and Parachinar. These 

locations are mostly situated among mountains located 

between 34o-38oeast latitude and 70o-74onorth longitude. The 

area with 25o-30oeast latitude and 62o-70onorth longitudes has 

less precipitation. This area consists of coastal cities, near 

Arabian Sea. The coastal part comprises only a small part of 
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Figure 9. Image plots of Prediction Mean and Prediction standard deviation of AR and DLM 
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this region and climate above coastal parts in Baluchistan, as 

well as in Sindh province, is mostly dry to overexcite arid. In 

our study, the monitored stations from this zone are 

Hyderabad, Jewani, Nawabshah and Karachi. 

Performance assessment: The performance of both AR and 

DLM models is assessed using two cross validation statistics, 

RMSPE and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Mathematically, 

these are described as below: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑃𝐸 = √
1

𝑘
∑ (�̂�𝑖 − 𝑍𝑖)

2𝑘
𝑖=1  (10) 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑘
∑ |�̂�𝑖 − 𝑍𝑖|

𝑘
𝑖=1   (11) 

�̂�𝑖 and 𝑍𝑖  represent the predicted and observed values 

respectively at 𝑖𝑡ℎ  location. A model which produces 

comparatively low RMSPE and MAE is referred as the best 

interpolation model. Our findings are same as described by 

Sahu and Bakar (2012). We fitted AR model with initial value 

of 𝜌 ≈ 0.2(estimated value) which is a weak autocorrelation 

between temporal series of observed locations. Results of 

cross validation statistics are given in Table 4. These results 

show that AR model is a better fit as compared to DLM for 

the data under study. 

 

Table 4. Model comparison between AR and DLM models 

Model RMSPE MAE 

AR 50.841 32.561 

DLM 52.823 34.573 

RMSPE: Root Mean Square Prediction Error, MAE: Mean 

Absolute Error 

 

Estimates of temporal autoregressive parameter 𝜌 and 𝛽 are 

significant (see Table 5).  

Table 5. Estimated Parameters of AR model along with 

their Confidence Intervals 

Parameters Mean 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower limit Upper limit 

𝜇 8.231 7.582 8.991 

𝜌 0.203 0.179 0.225 

𝛽 0.672 0.571 0.727 

𝜎𝜀
2 0.046 0.035 0.061 

𝜎
2 0.241 0.210 0.397 

𝜎0
2 0.651 0.553 0.729 

 0.011 0.009 0.015 

 

The estimated spatial decay parameter  = 0.011 

corresponds to a spatial range of approximately 250 

kilometers. It shows that prediction becomes sensitive after 

this spatial range. We also observe that there is a strong 

spatio-temporal effect with site invariant spatial variance 𝜎
2 

having mean equal to 0.241, significantly higher than the 

nugget effect 𝜎𝜀
2  (mean equal to 0.046). Furthermore, the 

initial variance 𝜎0
2  is greater than the spatial variance 𝜎

2 

which satisfies the theoretical requirement, (see Sahu and 

Bakar, 2012). 

Fig. 10 shows the forecasting image plots for the months of 

July-August in 2009. The South-East segment of the study 

area has incredibly small amount of precipitation for July-

August of forecasted year 2009. While North-West fraction 

entertain heavy precipitation because that area is enveloped 

with hills and mountains and is fully covered by natural 

plants. Comparatively the highest precipitation happened in 

the month of July 2009.If we compare our methods with some 

 
Figure 10. Forecasting maps using AR model for July 2009 (left panel) and August 2009 (right panel) 
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other authors like Subyani (2004), who used kriging methods 

for the interpolation of rainfall in southwest Saudi Arabia, our 

approach is more efficient as it is suitable for modeling large 

number of locations and high dimensional spatio-temporal 

data. Furthermore, Hosseinzadeh Talaei et al., (2013) used 

basic statistical tools for the homogeneity analysis of 

precipitation series in neighboring country, Iran. Our 

technique is comparatively advance and recommended for 

interpolation of big spatio-temporal data because these are 

suitable for drawing predictive inferences and spatio-

temporal maps. 

 

Conclusion: The aim of this research is to illustrate the effect 

of autocorrelation on spatio-temporal DLM and AR models 

which could be effectively used to model the large space-time 

data. Our results suggest that DLM performs better for the 

datasets with moderate to high levels of temporal 

autocorrelation while in the case of weak autocorrelation, AR 

outperforms DLM. As most of the meteorological data sets 

usually have weak-to-moderate autocorrelation, it is 

recommended that hierarchical Bayesian AR model is a better 

choice for interpolation of spatio-temporal data. Moreover, 

AR model has relatively simpler structure and able to handle 

big spatio-temporal meteorological data. Prediction maps 

showed that the areas which lie between east latitude 32o-36o 

and north longitude 70o -74oare high precipitation areas while 

those lying between east latitude 25o – 30o and north longitude 

62o – 70o are low precipitation zones. As suggested by Sahu 

and Bakar (2012), our findings for real data set also support 

the use of AR model for weak auto-correlated spatio-temporal 

data-set. These models are valuable for the purpose of 

forecasting of spatio-temporal data. Furthermore, prediction 

maps obtained from spatio-temporal modeling are valuable 

tools for water management agencies to plan and manage 

water resources effectively. 
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